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We prove the following theorem: 
1. Theorem. (A) Let G = G1 *HG2 be an amalgamated free product decomposition 
of free group G with H finitely generated. Then, there is a non-trivial free factor 
H' of  H such that H" is a free factor of  either Gl or G2. 
(B) Let G = J*H,t be a HNN decomposition of  a free group G with H finitely 
generated. Then there are decompositions H= Ht *H2, J = J1 *J2 with H1 non-trivial 
such that Hi is a free factor of  J1 and t -  1H lt is conjugate in J to a subgroup of  J2" 
In (B), the notation J*H,t denotes the groups generated by J and t with the re- 
lations i l(H)= t i2(H)t -1, where iI and i2 are two inclusions of H in J. We usually 
consider i1 as inclusion and identify i I (H  ) with H. In (A), we will use i l, i2 to 
denote the inclusions of H in G1 and G2 respectively. 
Stallings' example in [6] shows that Theorem 1 cannot be strengthened. The 
theorem for H infinite cyclic has been proved by Stallings by different methods [5]. 
Our proof relies heavily on an important theorem on the decomposition of group 
pairs proved by H. Muller [4]. The theorem itself is suggested by the fact that the 
only incompressible and boundary-incompressible surface in a handle body is the 
disc [3]. I originally hoped that Theorem 1 would help in proving Waldhausen's 
conjecture in [8]. 
We recall the relevant results of H. Muller [4]. For the proof of Theorem 1, we 
may assume that G is finitely generated and hereafter we assume that this is the case. 
Let (G; {S}) be a group pair consisting of G and a family of subgroups {Sl, ..., Sin}. 
Then N(G; {S}) denotes ~iml Ni, where N/is the kernel of the restriction map 
HI(G;Z2G)~H 1 (Si;ZzG). Let T be any finitely generated subgroup of G and 
consider the restriction map 
r : Hi(G; ~_2G)-*HI(T; 7/2G) = (~ HI(T; Z 2 T)x  i 
i~ l  
where {xi, i ~ I} is a set of representatives for the right cosets in G/T. 
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The reduced weight fi(G; {S}, T) is the minimal number of non-trivial components 
of r(c)~ O)i~I H,(T;Z2T)xi for c~N(G;{S}), r(c):~0. A special case of Muller's 
theorem is 
2. Theorem [4, Corollary 3.2]. Let G be torsion-free and suppose 
r~(G; {S}, T) = 1. Then we have one of the following cases: 
(1) G=H.L ,  H and L are both non-trivial, T=HI*LI, HICH, L1CL. 
(2) G=H.(p) ,  T=HI*p H2p -~, HI,H2CH. 
(3) G=H.(p) ,  T=(p) .  
that 
In the above (p) denotes the infinite cyclic group generated the symbol p, and 
all the decompositions of G are adopted which means that each S i is conjugate to 
a subgroup of one of the factors in the given decomposition. 
3. Under the notation of Theorem 1: 
Let r l, r2 denote the restriction maps from Ht(G;7/2 G) to HI(H;7/2 G) corre- 
sponding to the two maps il and/2. Then, we have exact sequences: 
(rl-r2) 
(3.a) O-* HI(G ; Z2G)--* HI(GI ; Z2G)O) HI( G2; Z2G ) ) HI(H; 7/2G)--*O 
in case (A), and 
(3.b) 0-,HI(G; Z2G)-,HI(j; 7/2G )
(rl - r2) 
) HI (H;  7/2G)--~0 
in case (B). 
It follows as in the proof of Assertion 10 of [2]: 
4. Lemma. In case (A), either n(G1; {~},H) = 1 or t~(G2; {0},H) - 1. 
In case (B), either fi(J; {i2(H)},il(H))=l or ~(J; {il(H)},i2(H))= 1. 
For a finitely generated group K, denoted by l(K) the minimal number of gener- 
ators of K. For a group G with an amalgamated free product or an HNN decompo- 
sition we define the complexity of the decomposition, denoted c(G) whenever the 
decomposition is understood, as follows: In case (A), c(G) is the number l(G1)+ 
/((32) + l(H). In case (B), c(G) is the number l(J)+ l(H). The proof of Theorem 1 
will be by induction on c(G). In the proof we will need Theorem 2 as well as the 
following Corollary of Theorem 2 (see [1] and [7] for analogous results): 
5. Lemma. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free group and let T be a finitely 
generated free subgroup of G. I f  t~(G; {~}, T)= 1, then there is a non-trivial free 
factor of  T which is a free factor of G. 
Proof. We follow the notation of Theorem 2. In case (3), the theorem is valid. In 
case (1), we have either (by looking at the restriction maps) fi(H;{0},Hl)= 1
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or ri(L;{0},L1)=l. In case (2), we have either ~(H;{13},HI)=I 
~(pHp-l; {~}, HE)= 1. In either case, induction on I(G) yields the proof. 
or 
We will first prove Theorem 1 in the case when H is infinite cyclic and this is 
more than enough to start the induction. In case (A), we have by Lemma 4, either 
~(G1;{O},H)= 1 or r~(G2;{0},H)= 1. In either case an application of Lemma 5 
completes the proof. In case (B), we have, say, ~(J;{i2(H)},il(H))=l. By 
Theorem 2, there is an adopted ecomposition J=  -/1 *J2 with i 1 (H)  C,]1. If i2(H) is 
in J2 up to conjugacy in J, observe that n(J1; {0}, il(H)) = 1 and apply Lemma 5. If 
/2(//) is in Jl up to conjugacy in J, we observe that r~(J 1 ; {i~(H)}, i I (H) )  = 1 where 
i~ is the inclusion obtained by conjugating within J. Now, inductive application of 
Theorem 2 yields a decomposition J=  il(H),J'with i2(H) contained in i~(H) or J '  
up to conjugacy in J. The first possibility contradicts the assumption that J is free 
and the second possibility is the statement of Theorem 1. 
In the general case, we proceed by induction on c(G). In case (A), by Lemma 4, 
we have, say, ri(G~; {0}, H)  = 1. We apply Theorem 2 and since the third possibility 
of Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1, we need only consider the first two possibilities. 
So we have, either 
(A.I) G~=G~,G~', H=H'.H", H'CG~, H"CG~', or 
(A.2) GI=G~,(p), H=H',H", H',p-IH"pCG~. 
In case (A.1), if H" is non-trivial, we consider the subgroup G~'.H.G 2 of G. Since 
c(G~'*H.GE)<C(GI*HG2) we are through by induction. Similarly, if H '  is non- 
trivial, we consider the subgroup G~.G 2 of G which has less complexity. In case 
(A.2), by conjugating the decomposition if necessary, we may assume that H'~: {e}. 
We have 
G = G 1 ,HG2 = (G~ *(p))*(H,.H.)G 2
= (G~ *H, G2) *H', p-' 
where H"=p- ~i~(H#)p. To see the last equation, we note that, still denoting by il, 
/2 the inclusions of H" in GI, G2, the equation il(h)=iE(h), h eH" gives 
P-lil(h)p=p-li2(h)p. Since p-lil(H#)pCG ~ and i2(H)CG2, we have the asserted 
decomposition. Now c(G~,H, G2)< C(Gl *HG2) and so by induction we have proved 
part (A) of Theorem 1. 
In case (B), suppose that ti(J; {i2(H)}, i1 (H)) = 1. We apply Theorem 2 and again 
the third possibility of Theorem 2 gives the desired conclusion. So, we may assume 
that either 
(B.1) J=j,.j,,, H=H',H'; H'CJ,  H"CJ", or 
(B.2) J=J',(p), H=H',H", H',p-~H"pCj ,.
In case (B.1), up to conjugacy in J, i2(H) is in J '  or J", say in J'. By changing the 
stable letter t if necessary, we may assume that i2(H)= t-lil(H)t itself is in J'. 
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Moreover, one of H', H ~ is non-trivial. If H '  is non-trivial, we write 
G = J 'H,  t "~ (J'*J#) *(H'*H'), t -- (J'*H" t) *H "J" 
and 
C(J' *H. t) < C(J*H, t). 
By induction J'=Jl*J~, H'=HI*H~, 1-11 non-trivial and a free factor of J1, and 
t - lHlt  is conjugate in J '  to a subgroup of J~. Writing J2=J~,J ~, we have J= 
Jl *J2, with H1 a free factor of Jl, and t -  IHlfis conjugate in J to  a subgroup of J2. 
If H '  is trivial, H= H ~ and by considering the restriction maps in cohomology, we 
have t~(J"; {0}, i l(H))= 1. By Lemma 5, H=HI ,H  2 with il(H1) a free factor of jr. 
As i2(H)C J', we have the conclusion of Theorem 1. Thus, it remains to consider 
case (B.2). In this case, we have 
G = J 'H,  t "- (J'* (P))*(H'.~'~ t 
with at least one of H', H ~ non-trivial, and i2(H) can be conjugated into J '  or (p). 
If i2(H) can be conjugated into (p),  then H is cyclic and we have already con- 
sidered this case, and thus we may assume/2(/-/) is in J '  up to conjugacy in J. 
Again by changing the stable letter t if necessary, we may assume/2(//) is itself in 
J'. If H '  is non-trivial, we have 
G = (J '*H.t)*H%p-I where Hm=p- lil(H~)p, 
since il(h)=t:li2(h)t, he l l  n is equivalent to p(p-lil(h)p)p-l=t-li2(h)t or 
p-lit(h)p =p-1(t-li2(h)t) p. Now c(J'*H;t)<c(J*j,t). Since we have the same stable 
letter t and since H', J '  are free factors of H, J respectively the induction step is 
completed. If H '  is trivial we can conjugate by p within J to have the same situation 
as above and this completes the proof of case (B). 
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